Integrative cancer treatment fully blends conventional cancer treatment with integrative therapies such as diet, supplements, exercise and biobehavioral approaches. The Life Over Cancer model comprises three spheres of intervention: improving lifestyle, improving biochemical environment (terrain), and improving tolerance of conventional treatment. These levels are applied within the context of a life-affirming approach to cancer patients and treatment. Clinical staff involved include MDs, psychosocial, physical therapy, and dietetic professionals, all located in a single private clinic, the Block Center for Integrative Cancer Treatment. This session will describe the rationale and operation of the clinical model. An outpatient chemotherapy unit is incorporated in the clinic. Chronomodulated chemotherapy is used for selected chemotherapy drugs. Physical care includes massage, exercise and other therapies as directed by the center's physical therapy staff. Notably, cancer patients who are physically active have lower mortality and recurrence risks. Behavioral approaches are being shown increasingly to affect physiological parameters and expression of genes potentially related to cancer. Thus, biobehavioral approaches such as relaxed abdominal breathing and comfort space imagery are taught to patients by a staff including a clinical psychologist and other practitioners. Nutrition is also emerging as a relevant area of intervention in cancer, with recent guidelines from the American Cancer Society. A team of registered dietitians counsels patients individually and conducts cooking classes. Finally, the Life Over Cancer model includes analysis of multiple biological parameters relevant to cancer and general health, with standard laboratory tests. Inflammation, glycemic variables, immune functioning and other variables are regularly monitored. Dietary changes and where necessary supplements are suggested when laboratory results are abnormal. Interaction of supplements with cancer treatment drugs is monitored. The session will highlight the roles played by both conventional and integrative therapies in the treatment of cancer patients.
